NOTES:
1. REFER TO BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL TRANSPORT SIGNS MANUAL FOR STANDARD 'J' POLE GRAPHIC PANEL AND INFORMATION PLATE DETAILS.
2. POLES TO BE POWDERCOATED AS FOLLOWS:
   - STOPS SERVICING EXPRESS, ROCKET AND GREAT CIRCLE LINE ROUTES: WHITE TO MATCH BCC 'WHITE 2'/AS2700 'N35 OFF WHITE' EQUIVALENT;
   - ALL OTHER STOPS: YELLOW TO MATCH BCC 'YELLOW 5'/AS 2700 'Y11 CANARY' EQUIVALENT.
3. RETRO-REFLECTIVE TAPE TO BE WHITE FOR STOPS SERVICING EXPRESS, ROCKET AND GREAT CIRCLE LINE ROUTES, YELLOW FOR ALL OTHER STOPS (TO AS1906.2).
4. IF ALTERNATIVE HOLD DOWN IS USED WITH EXISTING SLAB, SLAB TO BE MINIMUM 1250mm SQUARE AND 125mm THICK.
5. ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES (U.N.O.).